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Abstra t
We present in a uniform manner simple two-sorted theories orresponding to ea h of eight
omplexity lasses between AC0 and P. We present simple translations between these theories
and systems of the quanti ed propositional al ulus.

1 Introdu tion
An important part of bounded arithmeti is asso iating logi al theories with various omplexity
lasses, and then translating proofs in these theories to families of proofs in appropriate propositional (or quanti ed propositional) proof systems. Our purpose here is to give a uni ed treatment
of this three-way asso iation, as it applies to the sequen e of omplexity lasses

AC0  AC0(2)  TC0  NC  L  NL  NC  P
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where P is the lass of problems solvable in polynomial time. Ea h of these lasses has both a
uniform and a nonuniform version. The idea is that proofs in the asso iated theory are restri ted
to using on epts in the uniform lass, and lines of proofs in the asso iated propositional proof
system are restri ted to expressing on epts in the nonuniform lass.

Consider, for example, the lass NC1 . The uniform version is Alogtime, the lass of problems
solvable by an alternating Turing ma hine in time O(log n). The asso iated theory AID [3℄ has
predi ates for Alogtime relations de ned by log depth tree re ursion, and allows indu tion on open
formulas built from su h predi ates. A problem in nonuniform NC1 is de ned by a polynomialsize family of log-depth Boolean ir uits, or equivalently a polynomial-size family of propositional
formulas. The orresponding propositional proof systems are alled Frege systems and are des ribed
in standard logi textbooks: a Frege proof of a tautology A onsists of a sequen e of propositional
formulas ending in A, where ea h formula is either an axiom or follows from earlier formulas by
a rule of inferen e. Universal theorems of AID translate into polynomial size families of Frege
proofs. More generally, bounded theorems of AID translate into polynomial size G0 proofs, where
G0 [20℄ is a quanti ed generalization of a Frege system. Finally, AID proves the soundness of Frege
systems, but not of any more powerful proof system.
In the literature there is a hodge-podge of theories asso iated with these omplexity lasses. Some
theories are equational, some are single-sorted, some are two-sorted. Their underlying languages

di er, even among single-sorted theories, and the manner in whi h they hara terize omplexity
lasses di ers.
Here we asso iate a anoni al minimal two-sorted nitely-axiomatizable theory with ea h of the
above omplexity lasses. The asso iation is depi ted as follows.

AC0 0 AC0 0(2) TC0 NC L NL
NC P
(2)
V V (2) VTC VNC VL V-Krom U TV
None of these theories is exa tly new ex ept our theory TV for polynomial time, but most of the
lass
theory
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theories are not well-known.

Ea h of the omplexity lasses C has an asso iated lass FC of fun tions onsisting of those pbounded fun tions whose bit graphs are in C. In ea h ase, the theory asso iated with the lass
has the property that the provably total fun tions in the theory (using 11 -formulas to des ribe the
fun tion graphs) are exa tly those fun tions in the lass FC.

Ea h of the theories in (2) has the same \se ond-order" underlying language L2A [48, 49℄. The
language L2A is a tually a language for the two-sorted rst-order predi ate al ulus, where one sort
is for numbers in N and the se ond sort is for nite sets of numbers. Here we regard an obje t of
the se ond sort as a nite string over the alphabet f0; 1g (the i-th bit in the string is 1 i i is in
the set). The strings are the obje ts of interest for the omplexity lasses, and serve as the main
inputs for the ma hines or ir uits that determine the lass. The numbers serve a useful purpose
as indi es for the strings when des ribing properties of the strings. When they are used as ma hine
or ir uit inputs, they are presented in unary notation.

In the more ommon single-sorted theories su h as the hierar hies Si2 and Ti2 [4℄ the underlying
obje ts are numbers whi h are presented in binary notation as inputs to Turing ma hines. Our
two-sorted treatment has the advantage that the underlying language has no primitive operations
on strings ex ept the length fun tion jX j and the bit predi ate X (i) (meaning i 2 X ). This is
espe ially important for studying weak omplexity lasses su h as AC0 . The standard language
for single-sorted theories in ludes number multipli ation, whi h is not an AC0 fun tion on binary
strings. Even when studying lasses su h as TC0 whi h in lude multipli ation we would prefer
to show that the orresponding theory VTC0 an de ne multipli ation and prove its properties,
su h as ommutativity, rather than to assume ommutativity as an axiom as typi al single-sorted
theories do.
It is not known whether any of the in lusions in (1) is proper, ex ept for rst two. Sin e all our basi
theories have the same underlying language and use the same standard, 11 -de nability, to ompare
their ability to de ne omplex fun tions, it is easy to show that any two omplexity lasses in the
top row of the table (2) are provably equal i the orresponding theories have the same theorems.
However we are not just interested in whi h fun tions are 11 -de nable in a theory, we are also
interested in whi h universal ombinatorial prin iples are provable. Sin e all true 8b0 -senten es
an be added to a single-sorted theory (or all true 8B0 -senten es to a two-sorted theory) without
in reasing the lass of 11 -de nable fun tions, it is important to hoose the axioms for the theory
arefully. Our aim is to de ne \minimal anoni al" theories for ea h omplexity lass. We justify
this laim partly by de ning, for most of the theories, a universally axiomatized onservative
extension of the theory. The underlying language for ea h extension onsists of fun tion symbols
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for all the fun tions in the language, and the axioms onsist of de ning properties for the fun tions,
su h as re ursion equations.

The prototype for these universal theories is the equational theory PV [14℄ and its single-sorted
quanti ed ounterpart QPV (also alled P V1 ), whi h has fun tion symbols for the polynomial-time
fun tions, and re ursion equations based on Cobham's theorem for these fun tions as axioms. Here
we present a two-sorted version VPV of QPV, and show that it is a onservative extension of
our proposed minimal theory TV0 for P. The axioms of the universal theory VPV onsist only
of the re ursion equations for fun tion symbols oming from Cobham's theorem, in addition to
axioms giving properties of strings and numbers whi h an be expressed in the weak lass AC0 .
For example, we do not assume a derived property su h as ommutativity of multipli ation. This
supports our laim that TV0 and VPV are \minimal" theories for P.
This minimal philosophy really pays o when it omes time for propositional translations (Se tion
5). Sin e our language L2A has only trivial string fun tions as primitives, the proposition translations
are very easy to des ribe, and the translations for the theories' axioms have trivial propositional
proofs (no ommutativity of multipli ation, for example). This is in stark ontrast to propositional
translations for the standard single-sorted language (see [31℄, Se tion 9.2).
Most of the omplexity lasses and theories in (2) have asso iated propositional proof systems.
For example, bounded-depth Frege systems are asso iated with AC0, Frege systems with NC1 ,
and Extended Frege systems with P. An interesting part of propositional proof omplexity is
to determine the minimal system for whi h a given ombinatorial prin iple has polynomial-size
proofs. For example Buss [11℄ proved the surprising result that ertain tautologies asso iated with
the game of Hex have polynomial-size TC0-Frege proofs. But it seems lear that his argument
shows a stronger result, namely that the prin iples expressed by the tautologies are theorems in
the theory VTC0 , from whi h his result would be a orollary. One of the aims of this paper to
onvin e resear hers to formulate su h results as results on the power of our theories, rather than
as results on the power of the asso iated propositional systems.
Some ba kground in bounded arithmeti would be helpful in reading this paper. Good general
referen es are [9, 10, 25, 31℄.

1.1 Organization
Se tion 2 presents the syntax and semanti s of our two-sorted theories. The lass AC0 and the
notion of AC0 redu ibility are de ned. The theories V0 and V0 are de ned and studied. The
de nability of fun tions and relations in theories is studied.
Se tion 3 on erns single-sorted and two-sorted theories for polynomial time and the polynomial
hierar hy. RSUV isomorphism between the two kinds of theories is explained. The theories VPV
and TV0 for polynomial time are introdu ed and studied.
Se tion 4 presents theories for TC0 , AC0 (2), NC1 , L, NL, and NC.

Se tion 5 presents translations from our two-sorted theories to systems for the quanti ed propositional al ulus, and dis usses theories for PSPACE.
Se tion 6 gives some on luding remarks.
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2 Two-sorted theories
2.1 Syntax and semanti s
Our two-sorted theories are often alled \se ond-order " theories, but their underlying logi is the
two-sorted rst-order predi ate al ulus, with equality for both sorts. They are based on the lean
syntax of Zambella [48, 49℄. The underlying language L2A has variables x; y; z; ::: for the rst sort,
alled number variables, and variables X; Y; Z; ::: of the se ond sort, alled string variables. The
number variables are intended to range over N , and the string variables are intended to range over
nite subsets of N (whi h represent binary strings).
The language L2A in ludes the symbols 0; 1; +;  of arithmeti on N . In addition, we in lude the
relation symbols ; = for numbers, the fun tion symbol jX j on strings, the set membership relation
2, and string equality =2. (In pra ti e we will drop the subs ript of =2, sin e it will be lear from
ontext.) The fun tion jX j denotes 1 plus the largest element in X , or 0 if X is empty (roughly
the length of the orresponding string). We will use the notation X (t) for t 2 X , and we will think
of X (t) as the t-th bit in the string X .
Number terms are built from the onstants 0,1, variables x; y; z; :::, and length terms jX j using +
and . The only string terms are string variables X; Y; Z; :::. The atomi formulas are T, F, t = u,
X = Y , t  u, t 2 X for any number terms t; u and string variables X; Y . Formulas are built from
atomi formulas using ^; _; : and both number and string quanti ers 9x; 9X; 8x; 8X . Bounded
number quanti ers are de ned as usual, and the bounded string quanti er 9X  t  stands for
9X (jX j  t ^ ) and 8X  t  stands for 8X (jX j  t  ), where X does not o ur in the term t.

A stru ture for L2A is de ned in the same way as a stru ture for a single-sorted language, ex ept
now there are two nonempty domains U1 and U2 , one for numbers and one for strings. Ea h of
symbols of L2A is interpreted in hU1 ; U2 i by a relation or fun tion of appropriate type, with = and
=2 interpreted as true equality on U1 and U2 , respe tively. In the standard stru ture N 2 , U1 is N
and U2 is the set of nite subsets of N . Ea h symbol of L2A gets its intended interpretation.

B0 = B0 is the set of all formulas over L2A su h that all number quanti ers are bounded, and
there are no string quanti ers. (There may be free string variables.) For i > 0, Bi is de ned
re ursively to be the set of all formulas beginning with a blo k of zero or more bounded existential
string quanti ers followed by a Bi 1 formula, and Bi is the set of all formulas beginning with a
blo k of zero or more bounded universal string quanti ers followed by a Bi 1 formula. 11 is the
set of formulas that begin with zero or more existential string quanti ers (bounded or unbounded),
followed by a B0 formula.
If L is a language extending L2A , then the formula lasses Bi (L) and Bi (L) are de ned in the same
way as Bi and Bi , ex ept we allow fun tions and predi ates from L,
provided all terms bounding quanti ers are in the original language L2A:

(3)

Thus every bounded quanti er is bounded by a polynomial in ~x; jX~ j, where ~x; X~ are the free
variables in the formula.
We say that a formula is bounded if all of its quanti ers are bounded and satisfy the proviso (3).
Note that for i > 1 our Bi and Bi formulas orrespond to stri t versions of the formula lasses
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1i ;b and 1i ;b (without #) de ned in standard treatments be ause we require that all string quanti ers are in front. For example, the standard de nition allows a formula to be in 11;b if it has
a prenex form whose quanti er pre x is a mixture of bounded existential string quanti ers and
bounded universal number quanti ers, and a similar de nition applies to the single-sorted lass
b1 . In stronger two-sorted theories su h as V1i ; i  1 the repla ement s heme (20) (asserting that
a formula beginning with 8x  a9Y  b is equivalent to one beginning 9Z  b8x  a) holds, so
every 11;b formula in the general sense is provably equivalent to one in the stri t sense. However
in the weaker theories onsidered here repla ement does not hold in general (without surprising
omplexity-theoreti onsequen es [21℄), so we sti k with the simpler stri t de nition. This de nition substantially simpli es the statements and proofs of witnessing theorems, sin e it eliminates
x
the need for de ning the formula W itnessi;~
 [4℄.

2.2 Two-sorted omplexity lasses
For a typi al single-sorted theory of bounded arithmeti a member of the asso iated omplexity
lass is a relation or fun tion on N . For our two-sorted omplexity lasses the relations R(~x; Y~ )
have both number arguments xi ranging over N and string arguments Yi ranging over nite subsets
of N . When the omplexity lass is de ned in terms of ma hines or ir uits, we assume that ea h
number input is presented in unary notation (n is represented by a string of n 1's), and ea h nite
subset (string) input is presented by the orresponding bit string. For example P is the lass of
su h relations a epted in polynomial time on a Turing ma hine.

Our basi omplexity lass is AC0. Informally, a problem is in nonuniform AC0 if it an be
a epted by a polynomial-size onstant-depth family of ir uits with unbounded fan-in OR and
AND gates. However we shall refer to the uniform version, whi h has several equivalent de nitions,
in luding LH (the log time hierar hy on an alternating Turing ma hine) or FO (des ribable by a
single-sorted formula using < and Bit predi ates [28℄). In our two-sorted setting, we use alternating
Turing ma hines to de ne AC0 as a lass of relations, where number inputs are presented in unary
and string inputs are presented in binary.

De nition 2.1 A relation R(~x; X~ ) is in AC0 i

some alternating Turing ma hine a epts R in
time O(log n) with a onstant number of alternations.

The following result ([28℄ and [17℄ pp 54{55) ni ely onne ts AC0 and our two-sorted language L2A .

Theorem B2.2 (B Representation Theorem) A relation R(~x; X~ ) is in AC0 i
0

by some 0 formula (~x; X~ ).

it is represented

Examples of AC0 relations are

Bit(X; i)  X (i)
Reverse(X; Y )  jX j = jY j ^ 8x < jX j8y < jX j(x + y + 1 = jX j  (X (x) $ Y (y)))
In the se ond example the ondition jX j = jY j guarantees, assuming n = jX j > 0, that X (n 1) =
Y (n 1) = 1, and the bit sequen e X (0); :::; X (n 1) is the same as Y (n 1); :::; Y (0).
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A more interesting example
P is binary addition: P lus(X; Y; Z )
represents the number i 2X (i) . Then

P lus(X; Y; Z )

 Z = X + Y , where a string X

$ jZ j  jX j + jY j ^ 8i < jX j + jY j[Z (i) $ X (i)  Y (i)  Carry(i; X; Y )℄ (4)

where  is ex lusive or, and

Carry(i; X; Y )  9j < i[X (j ) ^ Y (j ) ^ 8k < i(j < k  (X (k) _ Y (k))℄

(5)

On the other hand the relation P arity(X ), whi h holds i X has an odd number of 1's, is not in

AC0 [1, 24℄. It follows that binary multipli ation T imes(X; Y; Z )  X  Y = Z is not in AC0.
If R(~x) has no string arguments, then AC0 oin ides with with the single-sorted omplexity lass
LTH (Linear Time Hierar hy), whi h onsists of relations on N re ognizable by an alternating
Turing ma hine in time linear in the binary length of its inputs, with a onstant number of alternations. Thus for natural number arguments, the two-sorted log time hierar hy LH oin ides with the
single-sorted linear-time hierar hy, sin e in the rst ase numbers are presented in unary notation
and in the se ond ase numbers are presented in binary. However the main interest in two-sorted
omplexity lasses is in string inputs, and the number inputs should be onsidered auxiliary.
Examples of numeri al relations in (two-sorted)
P rimeNum(x)  x is a prime number.

AC0 are T imesNum(x; y; z)  x  y = z and

For i  1, the i-th level pi of the (two-sorted) polynomial hierar hy an be de ned as the lass of
relations R(~x; X~ ) a epted by an alternating Turing ma hine in time polynomial in the length of
its input, with at most i 1 alternations, beginning with existential. Thus NP = p1 .

Theorem 2.3 (Bi Representation Theorem) For i  1, a relation R(~x; X~ ) is in pi i

represented by some

Bi

formula (~x; X~ ).

it is

See [9℄, page 106, for a proof in the single-sorted setting.

The two-sorted lass P (polynomial time) and NL (nondeterministi log spa e) are also represented
by synta ti ally-de ned lasses of formulas over L2A, as we will see later in the paper.

2.3 Fun tion lasses and AC0-redu ibility
Asso iated with ea h two-sorted omplexity lass C of relations is a two-sorted fun tion lass FC.
Two-sorted fun tions are either number fun tions or string fun tions. A number fun tion f (~x; Y~ )
takes values in N , and a string fun tion F (~x; Y~ ) takes nite subsets of N as values. A fun tion f or F
is polynomially bounded (or p-bounded) if there is a polynomial p(~x; ~y) su h that f (~x; Y~ )  p(~x; jY~ j)
or jF (~x; Y~ )j  p(~x; jY~ j). All fun tion omplexity lasses we onsider here ontain only p-bounded
fun tions.

De nition 2.4 (bit graph and FC) The bit graph BF of a string fun tion F is de ned by
BF (i; ~x; Y~ ) $ F (~x; Y~ )(i)

If C is a two-sorted omplexity lass of relations, then the orresponding fun tions lass FC onsists of all p-bounded number fun tions whose graphs are in C, together with all p-bounded string
fun tions whose bit graphs are in C.
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In parti ular, the string fun tions in FAC0 are those p-bounded fun tions whose bit graphs are in
AC0. (Zambella [48℄ used R for FAC0 and alled it the lass of rudimentary fun tions. However
there is danger here of onfusion with Smullyan's rudimentary relations [44℄.) The nonuniform
version of FAC0 onsists of fun tions omputable by bounded-depth polynomial-size ir uits, and
it is lear from this de nition that the lass is losed under omposition. It follows from Corollary
2.10 below that the uniform lass is also losed under omposition.
Let L be a olle tion of two-sorted fun tions and relations. By this we mean a olle tion of relation
symbols R(~x; X~ ) of various arities together with string and number fun tion symbols f (~x; X~ ),
F (~x; X~ ) of various arities. We assume that ea h relation and fun tion symbol in L has an intended
interpretation in the standard stru ture N 2 .

In the nonuniform setting, an AC0 redu tion to L is de ned by a polynomial size family of boundeddepth ir uits, whi h is allowed NOT gates, unbounded fanin AND and OR gates, and gates whi h
ompute relations or fun tions in L. In the uniform setting AC0 redu ibility is de ned by a log
time onstant alternation alternating Turing ma hine whi h is allowed ora le a ess to fun tions
and relations in L. Rather than giving a areful de nition of the latter, we will give an equivalent
de nition in terms of B0 formulas.

De nition 2.5 A string fun tion
F (~x; X~ ) is B -de nable from a
B

olle tion L of two-sorted fun 0
tions and relations if there is 0 (L) formula (z; ~x; X~ ) and a term t = t(~x; X~ ) over L2A su h that
for all z; ~x; X~
F (~x; X~ )(z ) $ z < t ^ (z; ~x; X~ )
(6)
Similarly a number fun tion f (~x; X~ ) is B0 -de nable from L if there are su h  and t satisfying

f (~x; X~ ) = z $ z < t ^ (z; ~x; X~ )
We note that sin e the formulas  in the above de nition are allowed to have any terms built from
fun tions in L, it follows that any omposition of fun tions in L is B0 -de nable from L.

De nition 2.6 We say that F (~x; X~ ) is AC0 Bredu ible to L if there is a sequen e F ; :::; Fn of
string fun tions su h that Fn = F , and Fi is  -de nable from L [ fF ; :::; Fi g for i = 1; :::; n.
~ ) is AC0 redu ible to L if there are string fun tions F ; :::; Fn
We say that a number fun tion f (~x; X
whi h are AC0 -redu ible to L and f is B -de nable from L [ fF ; :::; Fn g.
1

1

0

1

1

1

0

The following result is straightforward.

Lemma 2.7 A number fun tion f is AC0 redu ible to L i
f (~x; X~ ) = jF (~x; X~ )j

for some string fun tion F whi h is AC0 -redu ible to L.

We say that the olle tion L is losed under B0 de nitions if every fun tion whi h is B0 -de nable
from L is represented by a symbol in L, and L is losed under AC0 redu tions if every fun tion
AC0-redu ible to L is represented by a symbol in L.
The next result is immediate from the de nitions involved.
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Lemma 2.8 L is losed under B de nitions i L is losed under AC0 redu tions.
Theorem 2.9 Let LA0(FAC0) denote any vo abulary whi h extends LA and 0whose fun tion symbols
denote pre isely FAC and whose relation symbols denote a subset of AC . Then LA (FAC0 ) is
losed under AC0 redu tions.
0

2

2

2

Proof. By the previous two lemmas it suÆ es to show that if a string fun tion F is B0 -de nable
from fun tions in FAC0 then F is in FAC0 . Suppose that F satis es (6), where  is B0 (FAC0 ).
It suÆ es to show that every su h  is equivalent to a B0 formula 0 . First, we may assume that
 ontains no relations other than those in L2A by repla ing any o urren e of su h a relation by
its B0 de ning formula. Also we may assume that  ontains no number fun tion by appealing to
Lemma 2.7. We now pro eed by indu tion on the maximum nesting depth of string fun tions G in
, where G is not in L2A (i.e. we do not ount j j in the nesting depth).

Consider a maximum depth o urren e of su h a G in . It either has the form jG(~t; T~ )j or it is an
atomi formula G(~t; T~ )(r), for some terms ~t; T~ ; r. Sin e G is in FAC0 , it follows from De nition
2.4 that G satis es
G(~y ; Y~ )(z ) $ z < u ^ (z; ~y ; Y~ )
for some L2A term u and B0 formula . Thus we may repla e an o urren e G(~t; T~ )(r) by r <
u0 ^ (r; ~t; T~ ). On the other hand, an o urren e jG(~t; T~ )j in  must be in the ontext (jG(~t; T~ )j)
for some atomi formula . The ondition w = jG(~t; T~ )j an be expressed by (w; ~t; T~ ) for some
B0 -formula , so (jG(~t; T~ )j) an be repla ed by
9w  u0((w; ~t; T~ ) ^ (w))
Thus in either ase we have redu ed the number of o urren es of a fun tion of maximal nesting
depth in . We an pro eed in this manner to get rid of them all.


Corollary 2.10 FAC0 is

losed under omposition.

2.4 The theory V0
Our base theory V0 [18, 17℄, alled p0 - omp in [48℄ and I 10;b (without #) in [31℄, is asso iated
with the omplexity lass AC0, and all two-sorted theories onsidered in this paper are extensions
of V0 . The language of V0 is L2A . The axioms of V0 onsist of the universal losures of the B0
formulas 2-BASIC together with the B0 omprehension s heme below. 2-BASIC onsists of

B1. x + 1 6= 0
B8. (x  y ^ y  x)  x = y
B2. x + 1 = y + 1  x = y
B9. 0 + 1 = 1
B3. x + 0 = x
B10. 0  x
B4. x + (y + 1) = (x + y) + 1
B11. x  y ^ y  z  x  z
B5. x  0 = 0
B12. x  y _ y  x
B6. x  (y + 1) = (x  y) + x
B13. x  y $ x < y + 1
B7. x  x + y
B14. x 6= 0  9y  x(y + 1 = x)
L1. X (y)  y < jX j
L2. y + 1 = jX j  X (y)
SE. X = Y $ [jX j = jY j ^ 8i < jX j(X (i) $ Y (i))℄
8

The set 2-BASIC of axioms is similar to the axioms for Zambella's theory  [48℄ and form the twosorted analog of Buss's single-sorted axioms BASIC [4℄. Axioms B1 to B14 give basi properties
of 0; 1; +; ; , and L1 and L2 hara terize jX j to be one more than the largest element of X , or 0
if X is empty.
The B0 omprehension s heme is

9Z  y8i < y(Z (i) $ (i; ~x; X~ ))

B0 -COMP:

(7)

where (i; ~x; X~ ) is any B0 formula not ontaining Z .

Although V0 does not have an expli it indu tion s heme, axioms L1 and L2 tell us that if X is
nonempty then it has a largest element, and thus we an show that V0 proves the X -MIN formula
0 < jX j  9x < jX j(X (x) ^ 8y < x :X (y))

and X -IND

[X (0) ^ 8y < z (X (y)  X (y + 1))℄  X (z )
(See [18℄ or [17℄ for details.) From this and B0 -COMP we have

(8)

Theorem 2.11 V0 proves the s hemes
B0 -IND:

[(0) ^ 8x((x)  (x + 1))℄  8z(z )

and

B0 -MIN:
9x(x)  9x[(x) ^ :9y(y < x ^ (y))℄
where (x) is any B0 -formula (possibly ontaining parameters).

V0 proves simple properties of AC0 fun tions and predi ates, su h as the
addition:
V0 ` P lus(X; Y; Z ) $ P lus(Y; X; Z )

ommutativity of string

This is be ause of the symmetri de nition of P lus (4), (5).

However V0 does not prove the pigeonhole prin iple, when the map from pigeons to holes is
represented by a string variable X . This is shown using propositional proof lower bounds in a later
se tion.

It is not hard to show that V0 is a onservative extension of the single-sorted theory I0 (Peano
Arithmeti with indu tion restri ted to bounded formulas [38℄). That V0 is an extension of I0
is immediate from the 2-BASIC axioms and Theorem 2.11. Conservativity follows from the fa t
that every model of I0 an be expanded to a model of V0 (the string universe onsists of all
0 -de nable sets from the number universe) [17℄.
The theory I0 (and hen e V0 ) proves the basi properties of + and  on N , and allows us to de ne
other number theoreti fun tions, in luding the binary length jxj of a number x and the predi ate
Bit(i; x), whi h holds i the i-th bit (i.e. oeÆ ient of 2i of the binary notation of x is 1) and prove
their basi properties [9, 25, 17℄.
The following result is proved in [18℄.

Theorem 2.12 The theory V0 is

nitely axiomatizable.
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2.5 Multidimensional arrays and the pigeonhole prin iple
We use hx; yi to abbreviate the term (x + y)(x + y + 1) + 2y. This is a pairing fun tion, and V0
proves that the map (x; y) 7! hx; yi is a one-one map from N  N to N . We use this idea to de ne a
binary array X using the de nition X (x; y) = X (hx; yi). By iterating the pairing fun tion we an
de ne a multidimensional array X (~x). Then V0 proves the orresponding omprehension s heme.

Lemma 2.13 V0 proves the k-ary B
0

omprehension s heme

9Z  h~yi8~x < ~y(Z (~y) $ (~x; ~z; X~ ))
for any B0 formula .

If we think of Z as a two-dimensional array, then we an represent row x in this array by Z [x℄ [48℄,
where G(x; Z ) = Z [x℄ is the FAC0 string fun tion with bit-de ning axiom

Z [x℄(i) $ i < jZ j ^ Z (x; i)

(9)

(In the next se tion we point out that adding B0 -bit-de ned fun tions to V0 provides a onservative
extension over V0 .)
As an example, we an formulate the pigeonhole prin iple P HPnn+1 by a B0 formula P HP (n; X )
whi h asserts that if X odes a map from n + 1 pigeons to n holes, then some hole has at least two
pigeons. Thus P HP (n; X ) is

8i  n9j < nX (i; j )  9i  n9j  n9k < n(i < j ^ X (i; k) ^ X (j; k))

(10)

It follows from the fa t that the propositional version of P HPnn+1 does not have polynomial size
bounded-depth Frege proofs that P HP (n; X ) is not a theorem of V0 (see Se tion 5.3).

2.6 V0: A universal onservative extension of V0
A universal formula is a formula in prenex form in whi h all quanti ers are universal. A universal
theory is a theory whi h an be axiomatized by universal formulas. Here we introdu e a universal
theory V0 whi h is a onservative extension of V0 . The language LFAC0 of V0 extends L2A by
adding fun tion symbols for all fun tions in FAC0. Ea h new fun tion symbol has open de ning
axioms.
We need to introdu e the prede essor fun tion pd(x) with de ning axioms
B140 pd(0) = 0
B1400 x 6= 0  pd(x) + 1 = x

in order to repla e quanti ed axiom B14.

Now the idea is that for ea h open formula (z; ~x; X~ ) and bounding term t there is a string fun tion
F ;t in LFAC0 with bit graph and a number fun tion f ;t satisfying

f ;t (~x; X~ ) = min z < t (z; ~x; X~ )

(11)

where the RHS means the least number z su h that z < t and (z; ~x; X~ ), or t if there is no su h z .
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More formally we give an indu tive de nition of the fun tions in LFAC0 and their de ning axioms.
(a) LFAC0 in ludes L2A [ fpdg.
(b) For ea h open formula (z; ~x; X~ ) over LFAC0 and term t = t(~x; X~ ) of
fun tion F ;t of LFAC0 with de ning axiom

LA there is a string
2

F ;t (~x; X~ )(z ) $ z < t ^ (z; ~x; X~ )
( ) For ea h open formula (z; ~x; X~ ) over
fun tion f ;t with de ning axioms

(12)

LFAC0 and term t = t(~x; X~ ) of LA there is a number
2

f ;t (~x; X~ )  t(~x; X~ )
z < t ^ (z; ~x; X~ )  (f ;t (~x; X~ ); ~x; X~ ))
z < f ;t (~x; X~ )  : (z; ~x; X~ )

(13)
(14)
(15)

We need to modify the axiom SE (extensionality) for V0 be ause it has a quanti er. The leftto-right dire tion of SE an be expressed by an open formula simply by repla ing 8i < jX j by
i < jX j . The right-to-left dire tion of SE has an impli it quanti er 9i < jX j. We an get rid of
this by using the appropriate fun tion f ;t from (11) and then using Lemma 2.15 below. Let SE0
be the resulting quanti er-free version of SE.
is LFAC0 and whose axioms are the universal
De nition 2.14 V0 is the 0theory00 whose language
losures of B1,...,B13, B14 ,B14 ,L1,L2,SE0 , and the de ning axiom (12) for ea h fun tion F ;t

and de ning axioms (13,14,15) for ea h fun tion f ;t .

The following result is an easy onsequen e of the de ning axioms for f ;t .

Lemma 2.15

V0 ` 9z < t

(z; ~x; X~ )

$ f ;t(~x; X~ ) < t ^ (f ;t (~x; X~ ); ~x; X~ ))

Lemma 2.16 For every B formula  there is an open Bformula
( $

of LFAC0 su h that V0 proves
). For every open formula of LFAC0 there is a 0 formula  su h that V0 proves ( $ ).
0

Proof. The rst senten e follows by stru tural indu tion on B0 formulas , using Lemma 2.15. To
prove the se ond senten e onsider an enumeration of the new fun tion symbols of LFAC0 in some
order su h that the de ning axioms of ea h fun tion in the list mention only earlier fun tions in the
list. Now show by indu tion on k that if only involves fun tions o urring in the rst k positions
on the list then is equivalent to some B0 formula . Use an argument similar to the proof of
Theorem 2.9.


Theorem 2.17 V0 is a universal theory whi h is a

symbols in LFAC0

onservative extension of
represent pre isely the fun tions in FAC0 .

V0 .

The fun tion

Proof. From the rst senten e of Lemma 2.16 and (12) we have that for every B0 formula (i; ~x; X~ )
there is a fun tion F in LFAC0 su h that
V0 ` F (~x; X~ )(i) $ i < y ^ (i; ~x; X~ )
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It follows that V0 proves the B0 -COMP axioms (7). Sin e B1400 implies B14, we on lude that
V0 is an extension of V0.
To see that the extension is onservative, we use the se ond senten e of Lemma 2.16 to show that
every model of V0 has a unique expansion to a model of V0 : we use (12) and B0 -COMP in the
ase of string fun tions F ;t and the B0 -MIN s heme and (11) in the ase of a number fun tions
f ;t .
Finally it is lear from the de nition 2.4 of
pre isely the fun tions in FAC0.

FAC0 that the fun tion symbols in LFAC0 represent


It is worth emphasizing that V0 proves the B0 -IND and B0 -MIN s hemes, sin e it extends V0 .
This is true even though V0 has purely universal axioms, and has no expli it indu tion axiom or
rule.

2.7 Witnessing
The idea of repla ing an existential quanti er in a formula by a fun tion, so that for example
8x9y(x; y) is repla ed by 8x(x; f (x)), goes ba k to Skolem. Buss [4℄ studied the omplexity of
nding su h a \witness" f (x) for 9y in ase 8x9y(x; y) is provable in ertain theories. Sin e our
notion of 11 and B1 would be alled \stri t" in the usual terminology, we an simplify the standard
x
de nition of witnessing by avoiding mention of the somewhat ompli ated formulas W itnessi;~
 .

De nition 2.18 Let T
B (L)-formula.

be a 0
~ F~ (~x; X~ ))
(~x; X;

~ Y~ )
be a theory over a language L whi h in ludes L2A and let (~x; X;
~ Y~ ) in T if T `
Then fun tions F~ in L witness the formula 9Y~ (~x; X;

Theorem 2.19 (Witnessing) Suppose T is a universal theory whi h extends V0, and is de ned
over a language L and suppose that for every open formula (i; ~x; X~ ) and term t(~x; X~ ) over L there
is a fun tion symbol F in L su h that
T ` F (~x; X~ )(i) $ i < t ^ (i; ~x; X~ )

~ Y~ ), where
Then every theorem of T of the form 9Y~ (~x; X;
in L.

is open, is witnessed in T by fun tions

~ Y ).
Proof. To simplify notation assume a single existential quanti er, so T proves 9Y (~x; X;
Sin e T is universal we may apply the Herbrand Theorem [10℄ to on lude there are string terms
R1 (~x; X~ ); :::; Rk (~x; X~ ) su h that

~ R1 ) _ ::: _ (~x; X;
~ Rk ))
T ` ( (~x; X;
The idea is to de ne the witnessing fun tion F (~x; X~ ) to be the rst term Ri (~x; X~ ) whi h satis es
. Let
t(~x; X~ )  jR1 (~x; X~ )j + ::: + jRk (~x; X~ )j
Then F has de ning formula (sometimes suppressing ~x; X~ )
F (~x; X~ )(z ) $ z < t ^

_k

i=1

(Ri (~x; X~ )(z ) ^ (Ri ) ^ : (R1 ) ^ ::: ^ : (Ri 1 ))
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Corollary 2.20 Every 

1
1

theorem of V0 is witnessed in V0 by fun tions in LFAC0 .



Proof. This follows from the Theorem 2.19 and Lemma 2.16.

2.8 Bounded theories and de nable fun tions

De nition 2.21 A p-bounded theory T

is an extension of V0 whi h has an axiomatization in
whi h all axioms are universal losures of bounded formulas, where the quanti er bounds satisfy
the proviso (3), and for ea h number fun tion f (~x; X~ ) and ea h string fun tion F (~x; X~ ) there is a
~ )  t(~x; X~ ).
term t(~x; X~ ) of L2A su h that T ` jF (~x; X~ )j  t(~x; X~ ) and T ` f (~x; X

For example V0 and V0 are p-bounded theories.
The following result is a two-sorted version of Parikh's theorem [38℄. See [31, 25, 9℄ for proofs of
single-sorted versions, or [17℄ for a two-sorted proof.

Theorem 2.22 (Parikh) If T is a p-bounded theory and T ` 9Y~  where  is a bounded formula,

then there are terms ~t of L2A involving the free variables of , (but not involving Y~ ), su h that
T ` 9Y~ < ~t.

Now we turn to the question of fun tion de nability in a theory. Here we sele t a lass  of
formulas to represent the graphs of fun tions, and onsider a fun tion -de nable in T if some 
in  represents the graph of the fun tion and T proves that the relation represented by  is total
and single-valued. Thus

De nition 2.23 Let T be an extension of V0 and let  be a

T . A string fun tion F (~x; X~ ) is -de nable in T if it satis es
~ Y)
Y = F (~x; X~ ) $ (~x; X;
for some formula  in , and

lass of formulas in the language of

~ Y)
T ` 8~x8X~ 9!Y (~x; X;
The -de nability for a number fun tion f (~x; X~ ) is de ned similarly.

(16)
(17)

Lemma
2.24
If T is an extension of V0 whi h satis es (17) and F is not in the language of T and
0
0

T is the result of adding F to the language and adding (16) as an axiom, then F is a onservative
extension of T .
Proof. A ording to (17), every model of T has an expansion to a model of T 0 whi h satis es (16).



But how do we hoose the lass  of formulas in De nition 2.23? In the ontext of (unbounded)
single-sorted arithmeti , the 1 de nable fun tions in a theory T might be referred to as the
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provably total re ursive fun tions [9℄. In the two-sorted setting this would orrespond to the 11 de nable fun tions. In fa t, if T is the theory of all true senten es over L2A , then a total string or
number fun tion is 11 -de nable in T i it is omputable (see for example [10℄).
Thus we will use 11 -de nability as our standard notion of de nability in this paper. For ea h of
the omplexity lasses C in (1) we will give a p-bounded theory T su h that F C ontains pre isely
the 11 -de nable fun tions in T .
The following result is important for p-bounded theories, and follows immediately from Parikh's
Theorem above.

Corollary 2.25
If T is a p-bounded theory, then a fun tion (string or number) is  -de nable in
B
1
1

T i it is 1 -de nable in T .

The next result onne ts the theory V0 with the omplexity lass FAC0 . An example of a
string fun tion that is 11 -de nable in V0 is string addition F P lus(X; Y ). We use the formula
P lus(X; Y; Z ) (4,5) to represent the graph of F P lus. Then V0 proves the existen e of Z by
B0 -COMP, and uniqueness is straightforward.

Theorem 2.26 A fun tion (string or number) is  -de nable in V0 i it is in FAC0.
Proof. That every fun tion in FAC0 is  -de nable in V0 follows from Theorem 2.2 and De nition
2.4 of FAC0 , using the axiom s heme B -COMP (7). The onverse follows from Corollary 2.20,
1
1

1
1

0

Theorem 2.17.



The notions of 1 -de nability and B1 -de nability of relations orrespond to 11 -de nability and
B1 -de nability of fun tions, and are de ned as follows.

De nition 2.27 A relation R(~x; X~ ) is  -de nable in a theory T over a language L
1
1

LA if there are  (L) formulas  and
2

su h that R satis es

1
1

ontaining

R(~x; X~ ) $ (~x; X~ )
and T proves ((~x; X~ ) $ : (~x; X~ )). B1 -de nability is the same, ex ept repla e 11 (L) by B1 (L).

It follows from Parikh's Theorem (2.22) that if T is a p-bounded theory, then a relation R is
11 -de nable in T i it is B1 -de nable in T .
For the next result, we de ne the hara teristi fun tion fR of a relation R in the usual way:
fR (~x; X~ ) = 1 if R(~x; X~ ), and fR (~x; X~ ) = 0 otherwise.

Theorem 2.28 If the language of a theory T in ludes LA, and a omplexity lass C has the
property that for all relations R, R 2 C i fR 2 FC, and the lass of  -de nable fun tions in T
oin ides with FC, then the lass of  -de nable relations in T oin ides with C.
2

1
1

1
1

Proof. Assume the hypotheses of the theorem, and suppose that R(~x; X~ ) is 11 -de nable in T .
Then there are B0 formulas and su h that

~ Y~ )
R(~x; X~ ) $ 9Y~ (~x; X;
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and

~ Y~ ) $ :9Y~ (~x; X;
~ Y~ ))
T ` (9Y~ (~x; X;
Thus the hara teristi fun tion fR (~x; X~ ) of R satis es
y = fR (~x; X~ ) $ (y; ~x; X~ )

(18)
(19)

where

~ Y~ ) _ y = 0 ^ (~x; X;
~ Y~ ))
(y; ~x; X~ )  9Y~ (y = 1 ^ (~x; X;
Then T proves 9!y(y; ~x; X~ ), where existen e of y and Y~ follows from the dire tion of (18) and
uniqueness of y follows from the ! dire tion of (18). Thus fR is 11 -de nable in T , so fR is in FC,
so R is in C.
Conversely, suppose that R(~x; X~ ) is in C, so fR is in FC. Then fR is 11 -de nable in T , so there is
a 11 formula (y; ~x; X~ ) su h that (19) holds and
T

` 9!y(y; ~x; X~ )

Then R(~x; X~ ) $ 9y(y 6= 0 ^ (y; ~x; X~ )) and

T

` 9y(y 6= 0 ^ (y; ~x; X~ )) $ :(0; ~x; X~ )


so R is 11 -de nable in T .

2.9 The repla ement s heme
It is easy to show the following partial onverse to Theorem 2.28: If T is a p-bounded theory and
the 11 -de nable relations in T oin ide with C, then every fun tion that is B1 -de nable in T is in
FC. But we need stronger assumptions to on lude that every fun tion in FC is B1 -de nable in
T.
A suÆ ient ondition is that T proves the B1 -repla ement s heme below. However none of the
minimal theories for any of the omplexity lasses up to P proves this s heme, unless there are
unexpe ted onsequen es [21℄ (although V1 proves the s heme). This fa t means that we must
work harder to prove that ea h of these weaker theories B1 -de nes the fun tions in its asso iated
omplexity lass.
The - repla ement s heme is

8x < b9Z < b (x; Z )  9W 8x < b (x; W x )
[ ℄

where  is in  (and may have parameters).
(See (9) for the notation W [x℄.)
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(20)

3 Theories for P and PH
3.1 Single-sorted theories
Cook [14℄ (see also [22, 15℄) introdu ed a single-sorted equational theory PV whi h has fun tion
symbols for every polynomial time fun tion on N . Ea h fun tion symbol is introdu ed in a manner
based on Cobham's [13℄ hara terization of the polynomial time fun tions as the least lass in luding
ertain initial fun tions and losed under omposition and bounded re ursion on notation (see
Theorem 3.5 below). The initial fun tions in lude
x#y = 2jxjjyj
in order to give the fun tions polynomial growth rate (i.e. the length of the value is polynomial in
the length of the arguments). The axioms onsist of de ning equations for ea h fun tion symbol,
and PV has a rule of inferen e that implements indu tion on binary notation.

The theory QPV [15℄ (`Q' for \quanti ed"; alled P V1 in [31℄) is a single-sorted universal rst-order
theory over the language of PV, axiomatized by the theorems of PV. The theory QPV proves
indu tion on notation for open formulas, but what is more surprising, QPV proves full indu tion
for open formulas.

Theorem 3.1 QPV proves the IND s heme
[(0) ^ 8x((x)  (x + 1))℄  8z(z )

(21)

for open formulas (x) (with parameters).
Proof. (sket h) Suppose that (x) = (x; ~y ) has parameters ~y. Using the \Dowd/Statman tri k",
an use binary sear h to de ne a polynomial time fun tion g su h that QPV proves

QPV

((0) ^ :(x))  (((g(x; ~y )) ^ :(g(x; ~y ) + 1))



from whi h the indu tion formula follows.

Buss [4℄ introdu ed a hierar hy S12  T12  S22  T22  ::: of theories for the polynomial hierar hy
as follows.
The underlying language has symbols [0; S; +; ; #; jxj; b 21 x ; =; ℄. The axioms in lude a set BASIC
of 32 axioms giving simple properties of these symbols. In addition, the theory Si2 has the bi -PIND
axiom s heme
1
[(0) ^ 8x((b x )  (x))℄  8x(x)
2
i
and T2 has the IND axiom s heme (21) for bi formulas .

A sharply bounded quanti er is one of the form 9x < jtj or 8x < jtj. A formula all of whose
quanti ers are sharply bounded is a b0 formula. In general, a bi formula is one whi h has a prenex
form beginning with zero or more bounded existential quanti ers followed by at most i 1 blo ks
of bounded quanti ers alternating between universal and existential, ex ept any number of sharply
bounded quanti ers may be mixed in. A bi formula is de ned analogously.
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Buss proved that the bi -de nable fun tions in Si2 are those redu ible to pi 1 . In parti ular, the
b1 -de nable (and the 1 -de nable) fun tions in S12 are the polynomial time fun tions. Buss also
proved that S12 is b1 - onservative over QPV. However S12 is not b2 - onservative over QPV unless
the polynomial hierar hy ollapses [33℄.

3.2 Two-sorted theories and RSUV isomorphism
Buss [4℄ introdu ed the two-sorted theories Uij and Vji to apture the omplexity lasses polynomial
spa e, exponential time, and beyond, with respe t to arguments of type number. Ea h of these
theories has several variations, whi h are more or less equivalent for proving bounded theorems.
Razborov [42℄ on entrated on V11 and its subtheories and argued that these theories are appropriate
for formalizing results in Boolean ir uit omplexity, when ir uits and Boolean fun tion graphs
are represented by obje ts of type string.
Here we present the theory Vi , whi h is our version of V1i as an extension of V0 .

DeB nition 3.2 The theory Vi has the same language
and axioms as V0 (Se tion 2.4) ex ept the
B
0 omprehension s heme is repla ed by the i omprehension s heme.

Thus Vi proves the Bi -IND and Bi -MIN axioms. Also Vi proves the Bi -repla ement s heme (9).

We use P to denote the lass of two-sorted relations omputable in polynomial time on a Turing
ma hine, a ording to our standard input onvention (Se tion 2.2) that number inputs are presented
in unary and string inputs are presented as bit strings. Then FP denotes the orresponding fun tion
lass a ording to De nition 2.4: a string fun tion is in FP i it is p-bounded and its bit graph is
in P. It is easy to he k that a two-sorted fun tion is in FP i it is omputable in polynomial time
on a Turing ma hine.

Theorem 3.3 A fun tion (string or number) is  -de nable in V
1
1

1

i it is in FP.

~ ) in polyProof. (sket h) Suppose that M is a Turing ma hine whi h omputes a fun tion F (~x; X
nomial time. Using a suitable oding of Turing ma hine omputations it is possible to nd a B0
~ Y; Z ) holds i Z odes a halting omputation of M on input ~x; X~
formula M su h that M (~x; X;
for whi h M outputs Y . Thus for some term t = t(~x; X~ )
~ Y; Z )
Y = F (~x; X~ ) $ 9Z < t M (~x; X;
~ Y; Z ). The existen e of the omputation Z is proved
Further, V1 proves 8~x8X~ 9!Y 9ZM (~x; X;
by indu tion on the number of steps, using B1 -IND. Uniqueness is proved by showing that the
omputation is unique. Thus F is 11 -de nable in V1 .

Conversely it is possible to prove a witnessing theorem stating that every 11 theorem of V1 an be
witnessed by fun tions in FP. However this theorem is more diÆ ult than Theorem 2.19 be ause
the B1 -COMP axioms are B2 formulas rather than B1 formulas. Witnessing an be proved by a
ut-elimination argument [4, 17℄ or a model-theoreti argument [25, 48℄.

It turns out that the single-sorted theory Si2 is essentially equivalent to the two-sorted theory Vi ,
and in fa t there is an \RSUV isomorphism" [30, 41, 47, 31℄ between the two theories. Model
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theoreti ally, there is a bije tion between (isomorphism types of) models of Si2 and models of Vi .
Ea h model M1 of Si2 determines a model M2 of Vi whose string universe is the universe M1 of
M1 and whose number universe is the subset log(M1 ) = fjuj : u 2 M1 g of M1. Ea h model M2
of Vi determines a model M1 of Si2 whose universe is the string universe M2 of M2 . The maps
have the property that if we go from M1 to M2 and ba k to M01 , then M1 is isomorphi to M01 .
Similarly, if we go from M2 to M1 and then ba k to M02 , then M2 is isomorphi to M02 .

Synta ti ally, for i  1, a bi formula  of Si2 is provably equivalent to a stri t bi formula (meaning
a prenex form in whi h all sharply bounded quanti ers ome after the pre x of i blo ks of bounded
quanti ers), whi h translates to Bi formula ℄ of Vi by giving B1 de nitions of the fun tion
symbols of Si2 as fun tions on strings. This must be done in su h a way that the translations of the
axioms of Si2 are theorems in Vi . The most work here is giving a de nition of string multipli ation
X  Y and showing that Vi proves ommutativity of multipli ation.
Conversely a Bi formula translates to a bi formula [ by translating i 2 X by a formula asserting
that bit i of x is 1, where X translates to x. It is straightforward to show that the translations
of the axioms of Vi are theorems of Si2 , ex ept proving the translations of the Bi omprehension
s heme requires an interesting idea (using the numones fun tion) [7℄. The translations are su h
that Si2 ` ℄[ $  and Vi ` [℄ $ .

Takeuti [47℄ introdu ed the name RSUV isomorphism to indi ate equivalen es respe tively between
the single-sorted hierar hies R and S and the two-sorted hierar hies U and V . Thus Rki +1 is
isomorphi to Uki , and Ski +1 is isomorphi to Vki (see [31℄).

3.3 The theory VPV
We introdu e a two-sorted version of QPV alled VPV. This is a universal theory with fun tion
symbols for all fun tions in FP and with axioms giving re ursion equations for the fun tions, based
on Cobham's theorem. We start by presenting a two-sorted version of Cobham's theorem.
The fun tion Chop(x; X ) returns the initial segment of X of length x. It has the bit-de ning axiom

Chop(x; X )(i) $ i < x ^ X (i)
We sometimes write X <x for Chop(x; X ).

De nition 3.4 A string fun tion F is de ned from G and H by p-bounded re ursion if it satis es
the de ning equations

F (0; ~y ; Z~ ) = G(~y; Z~ )
~ F (x; ~y ; Z~ )))<t(x;~y ;Z~ )
F (x + 1; ~y ; Z~ ) = (H (x; ~y; Z;

(22)
(23)

for some term t(x; ~y; Z~ ) of L2A .

Theorem 3.5 (Two-sorted Cobham's
Theorem) A fun tion (number or string) is in FP i it
0
an be obtained from fun tions in FAC by nitely many appli ations of omposition and p-bounded

re ursion.

Proof. (sket h) For the (= dire tion, it is lear that FAC0  FP, and it is easy to see that
is losed under the operations of omposition and p-bounded re ursion.
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FP

For the =) dire tion, suppose that M is a polynomial time Turing ma hine omputing the fun tion
F (~x; Y~ ). It is possible to ode the on gurations of M by strings in su h a way that the fun tion

G(~x; Y~ ) = the initial on guration of M on input (~x; Y~ )

is in FAC0, and also the step fun tion Step(Z ) is in FAC0, where if Z is any ode for a on guration
of M , then Step(Z ) = Z 0 and Z 0 is the on guration resulting in one step from Z . Now de ne

H (~x; Y~ ; Z ) = Step(Z )
Let Comp(i; ~x; Y~ ) be de ned from G and H by limited re ursion with bounding term t, where
t(i; ~x; Y~ ) is an upper bound on the length of the on guration of M on input (~x; Y~ ) after i steps.
Then Comp(i; ~x; Y~ ) is the on guration of M on input (~x; Y~ ) after i steps. Let Out(Z ) be the
FAC0 fun tion pi king out the output string of M where Z is a nal on guration of M . Then

F (~x; Y~ ) = Out(Comp(u(~x; Y~ ); ~x; Y~ ))
where u(~x; Y~ ) is an upper bound on the omputation time of M on input (~x; Y~ ).



The language LFP extends LFAC0 and has fun tion symbols for all fun tions in FP. We give an
indu tive de nition of the fun tions in LFP , in the same style as given for LFAC0 in Se tion 2.6.
(a), (b0 ), ( 0 ) are the same as (a), (b), and ( ) in Se tion 2.6 ex ept LFAC0 is repla ed by LFP .

~ W ) are fun tions in LFP and t = t(x; ~y ; Z~ )
(d) For ea h triple G; H; t, where G(~y ; Z~ ) and H (~y; Z;
is a term in L2A there is a fun tion F = FG;H;t in LFP with de ning equations (22,23)

De nition 3.6 VPV is the0 theory00 whose language
is LFP and whose axioms are the universal
losures of B1,...,B13, B14 ,B14 ,L1,L2,SE0 , and the de ning axiom (12) for ea h fun tion F ;t

and de ning axioms (13,14,15) for ea h fun tion f ;t , and de ning axioms (22,23) for ea h FG;H;t .

Thus VPV is a universal theory and, by Cobham's Theorem 3.5, the fun tions symbols of VPV
represent pre isely the polynomial time fun tions FP.

Similar to Lemma 2.16, for every B0 (LFP ) formula  there is an open formula of LFP su h that
VPV ` ( $ ). The next result follows immediately from this and Theorem 2.19.

Theorem 3.7 (Witnessing in VPV) Every  (LFP) theorem of VPV is witnessed in VPV by
1
1

fun tions in LFP .

From this and Cobham's Theorem 3.5 we have

Theorem 3.8 FP is the lass of  (LFP)-de nable fun tions in VPV.
One an show that QPV, as de ned in [15℄, is RSUV isomorphi to VPV, using te hniques in
1
1

[41, 47, 26℄.
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3.4 The theories TV0 and V1 -Horn
The theory V1 -Horn [18℄ is a nitely axiomatizable extension of V0 , over the language L2A . It has
the same axioms as V0 , ex ept B0 -COMP is repla ed by a omprehension s heme over the lass
B1 -Horn, a lass of formulas whi h represent pre isely the relations in P. In [18℄ it is shown that
the B1 -de nable fun tions in V1 -Horn are exa tly those in the lass FP, and that QPV is RSUV
isomorphi to V1 -Horn.

Here we introdu e the theory TV0 , whi h turns out to have the same theorems as VP
1 -Horn, but
is de ned in the style of Buss's hierar hy Ti2 . We view a string X as the number i 2X (i) and
introdu e the string su essor fun tion S (X ) by the B0 bit de nition

S (X )(i) $ bit
S (i; X )

(24)

where

bit
S (i; X )  i  jX j ^ [(X (i) ^ 9j < i:X (j )) _ (:X (i) ^ 8j < iX (j ))℄
We use 0 to denote the empty string (with bit de ning axiom 0(i) $ 0 6= 0).

The B0 -String-IND s heme is

[(0) ^ 8X ((X )  (S (X ))℄

 (Y )

(25)

where (X ) is B0 .

Sin e we want the theory TV0 to have underlying language L2A , we will interpret (25) as a formula
over L2A using the standard onstru tion showing that introdu tion of a B0 bit-de nable fun tion
results in a onservative extension of V0 .

DeB nition 3.9 The theory TV

0

0 -String-IND s heme.

has the language L2A and axioms those of

V0 together with the

We note that if in the above de nition we repla ed the B0 -String-IND s heme by the Bi -String-IND
s heme, i  1, we would obtain a theory we might all TVi , whi h is the RSUV isomorphism image
of Buss's theory Ti2 . However we do not know that TV0 is isomorphi to T02 , sin e it is not lear
that T02 an prove the b0 - omprehension s heme.
Our proof that all polynomial time fun tions are B1 -de nable in TV0 is similar to the proof in [7℄
that for i  1, Ti2 an bi+1 -de ne the fun tions redu ible to pi. We start by showing that TV0
proves a suitable re ursion s heme.

For ea h B0 -formula (i; X ) (possibly with other free variables) we de ne a formula re (y; X )
whi h says that ea h bit i of X is de ned in terms of the pre eding bits of X using . That is,
using the notation X <i for Chop(X; i),

re (y; X )

 8i < y(X (i) $ (i; X <i ))

It is easy to see that V0 an use indu tion on y to prove that the ondition re (y; X ) uniquely
determines bits X (0); :::; X (y 1) of X .
The B0 -Bit-Re ursion s heme is

9Xre (y; X )
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(26)

where (i; X ) is a B0 formula.

V0 does not prove the B -Bit-Re ursion s heme, sin e the s heme
0

Parity(X ).

Theorem 3.10 TV

0

an be used to B1 -de ne

proves the B0 -Bit-Re ursion s heme.

Proof. Let the string reversal fun tion Rev(y; X ) have de ning axiom

Rev(y; X )(i) $ i < y ^ X (y
Thus Rev(y; X ) is the reverse of the string X (0):::X (y

i 1)

1).

We de ne a formula lessre (y; X ) whose intuitive meaning is Rev(y; X )  Rev(y; Y ), where Y is
the unique string satisfying re (y; Y ) ^ jY j  y. This formula asserts that either X = Y , or for
some j , X (0); X (1); :::; X (j 1) have been omputed orre tly a ording to re but X (j ) is 0 when
it should be 1. Thus

lessre (y; X )

 re (y; X ) _ [jX j  y ^ 9j < y(re (j; X ) ^ :X (j ) ^ (j; X <j ))℄

Rearranging the String-IND s heme for the formula lessre (y; Rev(y; X )) we obtain

lessre (y; 0) ^ :lessre (y; Rev(y; Y ))  9X (lessre (y; Rev(y; X )) ^ :lessre (y; Rev(y; S (X )))

Reasoning in TV0 , we may assume y > 0, sin e when y = 0 (26) is trivial. Thus lessre (y; 0). Let
Y = fi j i < yg (so Y is the string of ones of length y and Rev(y; Y ) = Y ). If lessre (y; Y ) then
re (y; Y ), so we are done. Hen e we may assume :lessre (y; Rev(y; Y )), so we on lude there
exists X su h that
lessre (y; Rev(y; X )) ^ :lessre (y; Rev(y; S (X ))
(27)
From this we will argue from the intuitive meaning of lessre given above that re (y; Rev(y; X ))
holds (as desired). In fa t, if X satis es (27) and Y is the unique string satisfying re (y; Y ) ^
jY j  y then (by the intuitive meaning) X  Rev(y; Y ) but not S (X )  Rev(y; Y ), so X =
Rev(y; Y ), so re (y; Rev(y; X )). In fa t, it is straightforward to show that TV0 (and even V0 )
proves re (y; Rev(y; X )) from (27).


Lemma 3.11B Suppose TV B -de nes fun tions G and H , and suppose F satis es (22), (23).
Then TV  -de nes F and proves formulas equivalent to (22), (23). The same is true when we
repla e TV by V0 + B -Bit Re ursion S heme.
0

0

0

1

1

0

Proof. (sket h) The B0 -Bit Re ursion S heme shows the existen e of a string oding the omputation of F from G and H .


Theorem 3.12 VPV is a onservative extension of TV . The theory V0 + B -Bit Re ursion
S heme is equivalent to TV .
Proof. VPV proves the B -String-IND s heme for the same reason that QPV proves the openIND s heme (Theorem 3.1). Therefore VPV is an extension of TV . The extension is onservative
0

0

0

0

0

by arguing as in the proof of Theorem 2.17, using Lemma 3.11. The last senten e follows for one
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dire tion from Theorem 3.10. For the other dire tion, that V0 + B0 -Bit Re ursion S heme proves
B0 -String-IND follows be ause the argument that VPV is onservative over TV0 is really an
argument that VPV is onservative over V0 + B0 -Bit Re ursion S heme, and we argued above

that VPV proves the B0 -String-IND s heme.
Thus TV0 11 -de nes exa tly the polynomial time fun tions. It follows from arguments in [18℄ that
TV0 is equivalent to V1-Horn, and hen e TV0 is nitely axiomatizable.
It also follows that TV0
is RSUV isomorphi to QPV, and hen e by a result in [4℄, to the 8b1 onsequen es of S12 .

4 Theories for other omplexity lasses
4.1 The theory VTC0
Nonuniform TC0 is the lass of relations omputable by a polynomial-size bounded-depth family
of ir uits whi h are allowed threshold gates in addition to the usual Boolean gates. Here the
threshold gate T hnk (x1 ; :::; xn ) is 1 i at least k of its inputs are 1.

The uniform lass TC0 (our intended meaning) refers to AC0 (or FO) uniformity [28℄. From our
two-sorted point of view, TC0 is a lass of relations R(~x; X~ ), where we pass from languages to
relations by representing numbers in unary and nite sets of numbers as bit strings, as usual. This
two-sorted TC0 an be hara terized as the losure of AC0 under Boolean and ounting operations
[28, 36℄.
The lass FTC0 of TC0 fun tions is de ned in the usual way (De nition 2.4) as the lass of pbounded fun tions whose bit graphs are in TC0. The lass FTC0 is losed under AC0 redu tions,
and both of the fun tions string multipli ation X  Y and Numones(X ) are omplete for FTC0
under AC0 redu tions [8℄. Here Numones(X ) is the number of ones in the string X .

The theory VTC0 [36, 37℄ has the language L2A and the axioms of V0 together the axiom NUMONES .
(VTC0 is essentially the same as the theory (I 10;b ) ount proposed by Krajek [35℄.) The axiom
NUMONES states that for ea h string X , there is a \ ounting array" Y whose ith row ontains an
unique number, whi h is the number of bits in X up to (but not in luding) position i. Formally,
let 'N (X; Y ) be the B0 formula expressing that Y is the ounting array for X :

'N (X; Y )

 8i  jX j9!j  jX jY (i; j ) ^ Y (0; 0) ^
8i < jX j8j  jX j[(Y (i; j ) ^ X (i)  Y (i + 1; j + 1)) ^ (Y (i; j ) ^ :X (i)  Y (i + 1; j ))℄:

Then NUMONES is de ned as follows.

De nition 4.1 (NUMONES) The axiom NUMONES is 8X 9Y 'N (X; Y ).
De nition 4.2 (VTC ) The theory VTC is V0 together with NUMONES.
Sin e V0 is nitely axiomatizable, it follows that VTC is nitely axiomatizable. Further, VTC
0

0

0

0

is a p-bounded theory, sin e the quanti er 9Y in NUMONES an be provably bounded by 1 +
hjX j; jX ji, using B0 -COMP.
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Now we introdu e a universal theory VTC0 whi h is a onservative extension of VTC0 . We start
by introdu ing the number fun tion numones(i; X ) whose value is the number of ones among the
bits X (0); :::; X (i 1). The de ning axioms for numones are

numones(0; X ) = 0
X (i)  numones(i + 1; X ) = numones(i; X ) + 1
:X (i)  numones(i + 1; X ) = numones(i; X )

(28)

Let VTC0 (numones) be the theory resulting by adding the fun tion numones and its de ning
axioms (28) to VTC0 .

Lemma
4.3 VTC (numones) is a
B
0

the 0 (numones)-COMP s heme.

onservative extension of VTC0 , and VTC0 (numones) proves

Proof. To prove onservativity, we simply note that by the axiom NUMONES , any model of VTC0
an be expanded to a model of VTC0 (numones).

To prove the se ond senten e, we must show

VTC (numones) ` 9Z  y8i < y[Z (i) $ (i; ~x; X~ )℄
0

(29)

for ea h B0 (numones)-formula . We prove this by indu tion on the logi al depth of . The
indu tion step follows easily by B0 -COMP. The base ases are when  is atomi ; that is one of the
three forms t = u; t  u; X (t) for terms t; u over L2A (numones). All three sub ases follow from the
lemma below. We illustrate for the sub ase (i)  X (t(i)). By the lemma,

VTC (numones) ` 9W 8i < y8k  p(i)[W (i; k) $ k = t(i)℄

(30)

V0 ` 9Z  y8i < y[Z (i) $ 9k  p(i)(W (i; k) ^ X (k))℄

(31)

0

where p(i) is a term of L2A bounding t(i). But by B0 -COMP
Now (29) follows from (30) and (31) when  is X (t(i)).



Lemma 4.4 For every term t = t(~x; X~ ) of LA(numones)
VTC (numones) ` 9Z 8~x; k < y[Z (~x; k) $ k = t(~x; X~ )℄
2

0

Proof. This is a straightforward indu tion on the depth of t, using the axiom NUMONES .



The language LFTC0 of VTC0 extends LFAC0 and has fun tions symbols for all fun tions in FTC0.
We give an indu tive de nition of the fun tions in LFTC0 , in the same style as given for LFAC0 in
Se tion 2.6.
(a ) LFTC0 in ludes L2A [ fpd; numonesg.
00

(b ), ( ) are the same as (b), ( ) in Se tion 2.6 ex ept LFAC0 is repla ed by LFTC0 .
00

00

De nition 4.5 VTC is the0 theory00 whose language is LFTC0 and whose axioms are the universal
losures of B1,...,B13, B14 ,B14 ,L1,L2,SE, the de ning axioms (28) for numones, and the
0

de ning axiom (12) for ea h fun tion F ;t and de ning axioms (13,14,15) for ea h fun tion f ;t .
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Theorem 4.6 VTC

is a universal theory whi h is a onservative extension of
fun tion symbols of LFTC0 represent pre isely the fun tions in FTC0.
0

VTC .
0

The

Proof. The last senten e follows from the fa t that FTC0 is the losure of the fun tion numones
under AC0 redu tions.

To show that VTC0 extends VTC0 it suÆ es to show that VTC0 proves NUMONES . This is
be ause 'N (X; Y ) de nes the graph Y = Numones(X ) of a string fun tion whose bit graph is
easily de ned by a B0 -(numones) formula. Thus Numones(X ) is represented by a fun tion F ;t
in LFTC0 , and the axiom NUMONES follows.
That VTC0 is onservative over VTC0 follows from Lemma 4.3 and the following general lemma.



Lemma
4.7
Let T be a theory over a language L, and suppose that T extends V0 and proves the
B

0 (L)-COMP s heme. Let F be a new fun tion with bit-de ning axiom
AX (F ) :
F (~x; X~ )(i) $ i < t ^ (i; ~x; X~ )
where  is a B0 (L) formula. Let T 0 be obtained from T by adding F and its de ning axiom AX (F ),
so the language of T 0 is L0 = L [ fF g. Then T 0 is a onservative extension of T , and T 0 proves the
B0 (L0 )-COMP s heme.
Proof. Sin e T proves B0 (L)-COMP s heme, it follows that this theory B1 (L)-de nes F , so T 0 is
onservative over T .
We show that T 0 proves the omprehension axiom for ea h B0 (L0 )-formula by indu tion on the
logi al depth of . The indu tion step follows easily from the B0 (L)-COMP s heme. For the base
ase ( is atomi ) we use Lemma 4.8 below.

For example, suppose that (i) is R(i; t(i); C ) where R is a predi ate symbol, t(i) is a number term
and C is a string term not involving i. (The ase in whi h C involves i an also be handled by the
lemma.) We are to show
T 0 ` 9Z 8i < y[Z (i) $ R(i; t(i); C )℄
(32)
This follows from the following two onsequen es of the lemma, using B0 (L)-COMP:
T 0 ` 9W 8j < q[W (j ) $ C (j )℄
where q is a L2A term giving an upper bound on jC j.
T 0 ` 9U 8i < y8k < p(i)[U (i; k) $ k = t(i)℄
where p(i) a L2A term giving an upper bound on t(i).

Lemma 4.8 (a) For ea h string term C (~x; X~ ) in L0

T 0 ` 9W 8~x; i < y[W (~x; i) $ C (~x; X~ )(i)℄
(b) For ea h number term t(~x; X~ ) in L0
T 0 ` 9Z 8~x; k < y[Z (~x; k) $ k = t(~x; X~ )℄
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Proof. Parts (a) and (b) are proved together by indu tion on d, where d bounds the depth of the
terms C and t.


It follows from Theorem 2.19 (witnessing) that 11 theorems of VTC0 are witnessed by fun tions
in FTC0. The next result follows from this and Theorem 4.6 and the fa t that every B0 (LFTC0 )formula is provably equivalent to an open formula (see Lemma 2.16).

Theorem 4.9 A fun tion is  -de nable in VTC i is is in FTC0.
Sin e binary multipli ation X  Y is a TC0 fun tion, it is de nable in VTC . Nguyen [36℄ proves
that VTC proves X  Y = Y  X , and uses this in proving the interesting result that VTC is
RSUV isomorphi to the di erent-looking single-sorted theory b -CR of Johannsen and Pollett
0

1
1

0

0

0

1

[29℄.

Earlier we pointed out that the pigeonhole prin iple P HP (n; X ) (10) is not provable in V0 , intuitively be ause ounting fun tions are not de nable in V0 . As one might expe t, P HP (n; X )
is provable in VTC0 [36℄. As a onsequen e of this and results on propositional translations of
VTC0, it follows that the propositional pigeonhole prin iple P HPnn+1 has polynomial size TC0Frege proofs (see Se tion 5.3).

It would be worthwhile to see whether other ounting arguments an be formalized in VTC0 .
For example, Buss [11℄ showed that tautologies related to the game of Hex have polynomial-size
TC0-Frege proofs, and presumably his interesting arguments an be formalized in VTC0.

4.2 A theory for AC0(2)
Nonuniform AC0 (2) is the lass of relations omputable by a polynomial-size bounded-depth family
of ir uits whi h are allowed unbounded fanin parity gates (x1 ; :::; xn ) in addition to the usual
Boolean gates. The uniform lass refers to FO uniformity [28℄.
Let P arity(X ) be the relation whi h holds i X has an odd number of 1's. Then our lass AC0 (2)
an be de ned as the lass of all relations R(~x; X~ ) whi h are AC0 redu ible to P arity.

We de ne a theory V0 (2) by adding an axiom to V0 stating the existen e of a parity fun tion.
Spe i ally, we de ne a B0 formula par(X; Y ) giving the graph of the fun tion as follows:

 jY j  jX j + 1 ^ :Y (0) ^ 8i < jX j(Y (i + 1) $ Y (i)  X (i))
V0(2) is the theory whi h has the same language LA as V0, and extends V0 by

par(X; Y )

De nition 4.10

2

adding the single axiom

9Y par(X; Y )

The theory of V0 (2) an be developed in a manner analogous to that of VTC0 . In parti ular, we
have

Theorem 4.11 A fun tion is  -de nable in V0(2) i
1
1
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it is in FAC0 (2).

4.3 The theory VNC1
A problem in nonuniform NC1 is given by a polynomial-size log-depth family of Boolean ir uits,
or equivalently by a polynomial-size family of propositional formulas. Uniform NC1 (whi h we
use here) means Alogtime. Thus a two-sorted relation R(~x; X~ ) is in NC1 i it is re ognized by
some alternating Turing ma hine in time O(log n). Buss [5℄ proved that the Boolean formula value
problem is omplete for Alogtime.
Our two-sorted theory VNC1 [20℄ is inspired by Arai's [3℄ single-sorted theory
VNC1 by adding a tree re ursion axiom s heme B0 -T reeRe to V0.

AID. We de ne

The B0 -T reeRe s heme (whi h uses the idea of a heap data stru ture) is

9Z  2a8i < a[(Z (i + a) $ (i)) ^ 0 < i  (Z (i) $ (i)[Z (2i); Z (2i + 1)℄)℄

(33)

where (i)[p; q℄ and (i) are B0 formulas (whi h do not ontain Z but may ontain other parameters) and  ontains atoms p; q whi h are repla ed in the axiom by Z (2i); Z (2i + 1).
The idea is that the ve tor Z assigns truth values to the nodes of a binary tree, where the nodes
are indexed by the variable i; 0 < i  2a 1. The leaves of the tree are indexed by any i su h
that a  i  2a 1 and leaf number i is assigned value (i). The internal nodes of the tree are
indexed by any i su h that 1  i  a 1, and the value Z (i) of node i is determined by the values
Z (2i); Z (2i + 1) of its two hildren by the formula . The root of the tree is indexed by i = 1, so
Z (1) is the output of the re ursion.
We an de ne NC1 relations in VNC1 as follows. For B0 formulas (i; ~x; X~ )[p; q℄ and (i; ~x; X~ )
~ Z ) to be the part of (33)
in the B0 -T reeRe s heme (33) we de ne the B0 formula B ; (a; ~x; X;
whi h omes after 9Z  2a. That is,

~ Z)
B ; (a; ~x; X;

 8i < a[(Z (i + a) $ (i)) ^ 0 < i  (Z (i) $ (i)[Z (2i); Z (2i + 1)℄)℄

Every formula B ; de nes a relation R; ( omputed by the re ursion s heme (33)) with de ning
axiom
~ Z ) ^ Z (i))
R; (a; i; ~x; X~ ) $ 9Z  2a(B ; (a; ~x; X;
(34)

Lemma 4.12 The relation R;

is in NC1 , for ea h pair [p; q℄; of B0 formulas.

Proof. We start by observing that ea h B0 formula represents an AC0 relation, whi h is therefore
in Alogtime. To prove the lemma, it suÆ es to show there exists an indexed alternating Turing
ma hine M with inputs (a; i; ~x; X~ ) (where number inputs are presented in unary notation) whi h
omputes R; in time O(log n), where n is the length of the input. The ma hine M re ursively
guesses Z (j ) and veri es its guess. Initially M guesses Z (i) is true. In general, M veri es its
guess for Z (j ) as follows: First it guesses whether j < a or j  a. If the guess is j  a, then
it veri es the guess, and veri es Z (j ) $ (j; ~x; X~ ), all in time O(log n). If the guess is j < a it
bran hes universally, verifying the guess on one bran h and guessing Z (2j ); Z (2j + 1) on the other
bran h. After the se ond bran h it next does a three-way universal bran h: (i) verify Z (j ) $
(j; ~x; X~ )[Z (2j ); Z (2j + 1)℄, (ii) verify Z (2j ) re ursively, and (iii) verify Z (2j + 1) re ursively.

Note that the depth of the re ursion is proportional to the depth of the tree re ursion de ned by
(33), whi h is O(log a) = O(log n).
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We now expand the language L2A to LT reeRe by putting in a predi ate symbol R; for ea h relation
R; de ned in (34). Then B0 (LT reeRe ) denotes the lass of formulas in this language with no
string quanti ers, and all number quanti ers bounded.

Lemma 4.13 The

lass of B0 (LT reeRe ) formulas represents pre isely the NC1 relations.

Proof. Every su h formula represents an NC1 relation, by the previous lemma, and the easy
fa t that the NC1 relations are losed under bounded number quanti ation and the Boolean
operations.

The onverse involves showing that our tree re ursion s heme an simulate alternating Turing
ma hines. The idea is that the re ursion tree represents the omputation of the ma hine. This has
been worked out in detail in the ontext of the single-sorted theory AID [3℄.

Let FNC1 be the fun tion lass asso iated with NC1 (see De nition 2.4).
The next two theorems are proved in [20℄.

Theorem 4.14 The  -de nable fun tions in VNC

1

1
1

are pre isely those in FNC1 .

In the next result, b0 -CA [3℄ refers to the omprehension s heme for sharply bounded formulas
over the base language LBA .

Theorem 4.15 VNC

1

is RSUV isomorphi to AID + b0 -CA.

4.4 A theory for L
The nonuniform lass L (log spa e) onsists of problems solvable by a polynomial-size family of
bran hing programs. Here L refers to the two-sorted uniform lass of all relations R(~x; X~ ) solvable
in spa e O(log n) on a Turing ma hine. We use FL to denote the orresponding fun tion lass,
given by De nition 2.4.

The relevant two-sorted theory is VL, whi h is our name for the theory B0 -re , due to Zambella
[49℄. This theory has the same language L2A as V0 , and extends V0 by the following re ursion
s heme, where  is a B0 -formula not involving Z :

8x  a9y  a (x; y)  9Z 8w < b (Z (w); Z (w + 1))

(35)

where Z (x) is the value at x of the fun tion oded by the string Z using some natural oding (see
for example the axiom NUMONES in De nition 4.1).
It is not hard to see that a log spa e Turing ma hine an witness the quanti er 9Z above by
omputing a sequen e Z (0); Z (1); :::; Z (b 1) using the re urren e

Z (0) = 0
Z (w + 1) = min y < a (Z (w); y)
It follows by a standard witnessing argument that every 11 -theorem of the theory
witnessed by fun tions in FL.
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VL

an be

Conversely, Zambella [49℄ shows that every fun tion in FL is 11 -de nable in VL.

A propositional proof system for L is presented in the slides [16℄, based on bran hing programs and
the Pudlak-Buss liar game [40℄.

4.5 A theory for NL

NL is the lass of problems solvable by a nondeterministi Turing ma hine in spa e O(log n). As
usual, we onsider NL as a lass of two-sorted relations R(~x; X~ ), and the orresponding fun tion
lass FNL is given by De nition 2.4. It is not at all obvious that NL is losed under omplementation, and before this was proved [27, 46℄ it was not known whether FNL was losed under
omposition. However we now know that FNL is a robust lass, and is losed under AC0 redu tions
[28, 19℄.

Our two-sorted theory V-Krom is the analog for NL of V1 -Horn for P (Se tion 3.4). It is based
on Gradel's se ond-order des riptive hara terization of NL, whi h in turn is based on the fa t
that the satis ability problem for propositional 2CNF ( onjun tive normal form formulas with two
literals per lause) is omplete for oNL (and hen e omplete for NL).
A 1 -Krom formula is one of the form

9P~ 8~x < ~t(P~ ; ~x; ~y; X~ )

where  is a CNF formula of L2A in whi h ea h lause has at most two o urren es from P~ , and
ea h o urren e must be as a literal of the form Pi (t) or :Pi (t).

Lemma 4.16 The  -Krom formulas represent pre isely the NL relations.
De nition 4.17 The theory V-Krom has the language and axioms of V0, together with the
1

prehension s heme for all 1 -Krom formulas.

om-

In [19℄ it is proved that the 11 -de nable fun tions in V-Krom are pre isely those in FNL. This
proof is diÆ ult, sin e it involves showing that the Immerman-Szelep sinyi theorem an be formalized in V-Krom.

4.6 A theory for NC
k is presented by a polynomial-size family of ir uits of
For ea h k  1 a problem in nonuniform
NC
S
depth O(logk n). Then NC = k NCk . Our NC (uniform NC) is the lass of two-sorted relations
R(~x; X~ ) re ognized by some alternating Turing ma hine in time O(logk n) and spa e O(log n). The
fun tion lass FNC is de ned from NC in the usual way (De nition 2.4).

Several single-sorted theories orresponding to NC have been proposed, and Takeuti [47℄ proved
that the two-sorted theory U11 (BD) is isomorphi to one of them. Here we present the two-sorted
theory U1 , whi h our version of U11 (BD).

De nition 4.18 The theory U
s heme

1

has the language and axioms of

V0, together with the B -LIND

[(0) ^ 8x((x)  (x + 1))℄  (jz j)
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1

(36)

where  is a B1 formula.

Here jz j is the binary length of z . The fun tion jz j is not in the vo abulary L2A of V0 , but it
an be b -de ned in I0 and its properties proved [9, 17℄ and hen e it an be B0 -de ned and its
properties proved in V0 . Thus we take (36) to denote the equivalent formula in the language L2A .
From results in [47, 12℄ it follows that the 11 -de nable fun tions in U1 are those in FNC.

For ea h k  0 Clote and Takeuti de ne a rst-order theory T NC k whi h orresponds to the
omplexity lass NCk+1. One an de ne a propositional proof system NCk+1-Frege by restri ting
the depth of nesting of extension de nitions in an extended Frege system to be logk n. So far no
one has given an expli it translation between a theory for NCk+1 and a propositional proof system,
although this should not be diÆ ult.

5 Translations into the quanti ed propositional al ulus
Propositional translations of theories of arithmeti (see [31℄ for a good general referen e) goes ba k
at least to Cook [14℄, who outlined a method of translating theorems of the equational system
PV into polynomial-size families of propositional proofs in the system ER (extended resolution).
Later Paris and Wilkie [39℄ gave a simpler and more elegant translation of bounded theorems of
the relativized theory I0 (R) into polynomial-size families of bounded-depth Frege proofs. The
bounded theorems of I0 (R) are losely related to the B0 theorems of V0 (Se tion 2.4), and the
translations we des ribe below are a generalization of the Paris-Wilkie method.
Krajek and Pudlak [32℄ introdu ed the system G for the quanti ed propositional al ulus (QPC),
together with the fragments Gi and Gi . For i  1 they des ribed translations of bi theorems of
Buss's theories Ti2 and Si2 to polynomial-size families of proofs in Gi and Gi , respe tively. These
translations an be regarded as a generalization of Cook's translation of PV.
Here we use the elegant method of Paris and Wilkie to give a simple translation of any bounded
formula in our two-sorted language L2A to a polynomial-size family of formulas of QPC. Further we
adopt a modi ation of the QPC systems Gi and Gi proposed by Morioka (see [20℄) and suggest
that the Krajek -Pudlak translations of Ti2 and Si2 an be des ribed more simply and naturally
as Paris-Wilkie-style translations from TVi and Vi , their two-sorted images, to the modi ed Gi
and Gi .

5.1 The systems G,

Gi, and Gi

The system G for QPC is a generalization of Gentzen's sequent system PK for the propositional
al ulus (see [31, 10, 17℄). The logi al symbols in lude the truth onstants T and F, the propositional
onne tives ^; _; :, and the quanti ers 8; 9. There are two sets of propositional variables: p; q; r; :::
for free variables and x; y; z; ::: for bound variables. Formulas are de ned in the usual way from
these symbols, and sequents have the form ! , where and  are nite sequen es of formulas.
The axioms (initial sequents) in lude A ! A for any quanti er-free formula A, and F ! and ! T.
The rules of inferen e in lude the usual stru tural rules (weakening, ontra tion, ex hange), the
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ut rule, and propositional rules for introdu ing ea h of the onne tives ^; _; : into ea h side of a
sequent.
In addition, there are four quanti er rules as follows:

A(b); ! 
9-left : 9xA
(x); ! 
8-left : 8AxA(B(x);); !!

9-right : !!; 9; AxA(B(x) )
A(b)
8-right : !!; 8; xA
(x)

where b is an eigenvariable not o urring in the bottom sequent and B is any proper formula. We
all B the target of the orresponding 9-right or 8-left step.
We put in the restri tion from [20℄, not in luded in [32℄, that the the target of every 8-left and
9-right be quanti er-free.
Both q0 and q0 denote the set of quanti er-free formulas. For i  1, qi and qi are the sets of
QPC formulas A su h that A has a prenex form with at most i 1 quanti er alternations, starting
with a blo k of (zero or more) 9's and a blo k of (zero or more) 8's, respe tively.

De nition 5.1 For i  0, Gi is G with
version of Gi .

uts restri ted to qi [ qi -formulas. Gi is the tree-like

This de nition di ers from that in [32℄ in that the latter restri ts all formulas in a Gi proof or a Gi
proof to be in qi [ qi . Our de nition allows systems Gi and Gi to prove arbitrary valid formulas of
QPC, and it turns out the new de nitions give theories p-equivalent to the originals when proving
formulas in qi [ qi .
Note that the theory G0 does not exist as a QPC theory in [32℄. However, Theorem 5.2 below uses
our modi ed de nition of G0 to state that bounded theorems of VNC1 translate to polynomial
size families of quanti ed G0 theorems.

5.2 Translations from L2A to QPC
Here we des ribe the translation from [20℄, whi h is a modi ed version of that in [17℄.
We translate ea h bounded predi ate al ulus formula (X~ ) over L2A to a polynomial size family
k(X~ )k[~n℄ of formulas of the quanti ed propositional al ulus. For ea h string variable X we
X
X is intended to mean X (i). We assume
asso iate the propositional variables pX
0 ; p1 ; ::: where pi
that (X~ ) has no free number variables, sin e we will repla e all su h variables by number onstants.
The translation has the property that for ea h n 2 N , k(X )k[n℄ is valid i the formula 8X (jX j =
n  (X )) is true in the standard model. More generally, there is a one-one orresponden e between
truth assignments satisfying k(X~ )k[~n℄ and tuples of strings X~ , with jXi j = ni , satisfying (X~ ).
We use the notation val(t) for the numeri al value of a term t, where t may have numeri al onstants
substituted for variables.
The rst step in de ning k(X~ )k[~n℄ is to repla e every atomi formula of the form X = Y by
its B0 de nition, given by the RHS of the extensionality axiom SE. After this is done, we de ne
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k(X~ )k[~n℄ by stru tural indu tion on the resulting formula (X~ ). The base ase is when (X~ ) is
atomi . If (X~ ) is T or F then k(X~ )k[~n℄ = (X~ ). If (X~ ) is t(jX~ j) = u(jX~ j), then k(X~ )k[~n℄ = T
if val(t(~n)) = val(u(~n)) and k(X~ )k[~n℄ = F otherwise. Similarly if (X~ ) is t(jX~ j)  (jX~ j).
If (X~ ) is Xi (t(jX~ j)), then we set j = val(t(~n) and

8
>
pXj
<
k(X~ )k[~n℄ = >T
:F

i

if j < ni
if j = ni
if j > ni

1
1
1

For the indu tion step, (X~ ) is built from smaller formulas using a propositional onne tive ^; _; :,
or a bounded quanti er. For ^; _; : we make the obvious de nition; for example
k (X~ ) ^ (X~ )k[~n℄ = (k (X~ )k[~n℄ ^ k(X~ )k[~n℄)
For the ase of bounded number quanti ers, we de ne

k9y  t(jX~ j) (y; X~ )k[~n℄ =
k8y  t(jX~ j) (y; X~ )k[~n℄ =

m
_
i=0
m

^

i=0

k (i; X~ )k[~n℄
k (i; X~ )k[~n℄

where m = val(t(~n)).
Finally, for the ase of bounded string quanti ers, we de ne
m k (Y; X
~ )k[i; ~n℄
k9Y  t(jX~ j) (Y; X~ )k[~n℄ = 9pY0 :::9pYm 2 W
i=0
V
m
k8Y  t(jX~ j) (Y; X~ )k[~n℄ = 8pY0 :::8pYm 2 i=0 k (Y; X~ )k[i; ~n℄
where again m = val(t(~n)). (To meet our free-bound variable onvention, ea h quanti ed variable
pYi above should be repla ed by a \bound" variable xYi .)
This ompletes the de nition of the translation k(X~ )k[~n℄ of (X~ ). Noti e that Bi formulas
translate to families of qi formulas.
We handle free number variables in  by substituting numeri al onstants (numerals) for them.
Given any formula (~x; X~ ) over the language L2A there is a polynomial p(~x; ~y) su h that the QPC
formula k(~r; X~ )k[~n℄ is bounded in size by p(~r; ~n). Further, if (~x; X~ ) is B0 , then the ^ - _
alternation depth of k(~r; X~ )k[~n℄ is bounded, independent of ~r; ~n.

5.3 Conne ting theories and propositional systems
This translation allows us to restate a number of results from the literature. For example, the
Paris-Wilkie translation from I0 (R) an be generalized to say that any B0 -theorem (~x; X~ ) of
V0 translates into a family k(~r; X~ )k[~n℄ of propositional formulas with polynomial-size boundeddepth Frege proofs. From this we an on lude that the pigeonhole prin iple P HP (n; X ) (10) is
not a theorem V0 , sin e it is known [2℄ that its propositional translations P HPnn+1 do not have
polynomial-size bounded-depth Frege proofs.
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On the other hand, a modi ation of our propositional translations allows B0 -theorems of the theory VTC0 to be translated into polynomial-size TC0-Frege proofs [37℄ (whi h allow bounded-depth
formulas with threshold gates). It is not hard to formalize a proof of P HP (n; X ) in VTC0 [31℄, and
as a result we obtain polynomial-size TC0-Frege proofs for P HPnn+1 . Buss [6℄ gave polynomialsize Frege proofs for P HPnn+1 before the system TC0-Frege was de ned. The Frege proofs require
introdu tion of ounting formulas, together with short Frege proofs of their properties. Buss's
te hniques also show that Frege systems an eÆ iently simulate TC0-Frege systems.
Adapting the arguments in [32℄, we an show for i  1 that any bounded theorem of TVi or Vi
translates into a family of QPC formulas with polynomial-size Gi or Gi proofs, respe tively.

For the ase i = 0 we state a result from [20℄.
Theorem 5.2 If (~x; X~ ) is a bounded theorem of VNC1, Bthen the family k(~r; X~ )k[~n℄ has G0
proofs of size polynomial in ~r; ~n. In parti ular, if  is a 0 -formula, then its translations have
polynomial-size Frege proofs.

5.4 Polynomial spa e
The validity problem for formulas in QPC is omplete for PSPACE (polynomial spa e). Hen e it
seems natural that a theory for PSPACE should translate into all of G, as opposed to its levels
Gi .

Dowd [23℄ introdu ed the single-sorted equational theory PSA for PSPACE. This theory is similar
to PV (Se tion 3.1), ex ept new fun tions are introdu ed by bounded re ursion instead of bounded
re ursion on notation. [23℄ gives a translation of PSA into a QPC system equivalent to G. Sin e
fun tion symbols represent arbitrary PSPACE fun tions, the translation of a single equation of
PSA is to a family of QPC formulas whose quanti er omplexity in reases with the input length.
Buss [4℄ introdu ed the two-sorted theory U12 for PSPACE, where U12 is essentially U1 with the
fun tion x#y. However, the PSPACE fun tions in U12 are fun tions on the number sort, as opposed
to the string sort, and strings are used to represent omputations rather than inputs. Krajek and
Takeuti [34℄ translate bounded \ rst-order" (number sort) theorems of U12 into polynomial-size
families of G theorems. Ea h formula in B0 (#) with no string variable represents on epts in some
xed level of the polynomial hierar hy (as opposed to arbitrary PSPACE), and translates into
a QPC family with xed quanti er omplexity. However the G proofs of members of the family
involve formulas whose quanti er omplexity grows with the length of the input. The translation
is in the style of the PV translation, rather than the simpler string translation k(X~ )k[~n℄ that we
de ne here.
Skelley [43℄ introdu ed a three-sorted theory W11 for PSPACE and gives a simple string translation
of it into a system BPLK whi h is equivalent to G for propositional formulas.

6 Con lusion
We have asso iated a two-sorted theory with ea h of the omplexity lasses
AC0  AC0(2)  TC0  NC1  L  NL  NC  P
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(37)

Ea h of the theories has the same underlying language L2A , and we have argued that ea h theory is
\minimal" with respe t to the ondition of being able to formalize proofs whi h an use arbitrary
on epts from the asso iated omplexity lass. In most ases a orresponding propositional proof
system has been de ned (either here or elsewhere), although apparently not yet in the ase of NL,
and there is probably a formula-based system for L whi h would be preferably to the one based on
bran hing programs presented in [16℄.
The standard used in this paper for asso iating a theory with a omplexity lass is that the fun tions
11 -de nable in the theory are pre isely those in the lass. This standard applies to the theories we
asso iate with ea h of the lasses in (37), although it does not apply to the theories Vi asso iated
with the polynomial hierar hy for i  2. Thus the fun tions in pi (those redu ible to pi 1 ) are
those Bi -de nable in Vi , as opposed to those 11 -de nable or B1 -de nable in Vi . An interesting
question is whether ni e theories an be found apturing pi; i  2 using 11 de nability.
A basi problem is to determine, given a ombinatorial prin iple, what is the least omplexity lass
C in (37) su h that the
prin iple an be proved in the theory asso iated with C. For example,
apparently C = TC0 for the pigeonhole prin iple PHP, and the theory is VTC0 , although it
remains open whether PHP an be proved in the system V0 (2) asso iated with the smaller lass
AC0(2). In general, it follows that0the prin iple also has polynomial-size proofs in the propositional
system orresponding to C (TC -Frege, in the ase of PHP). For most natural prin iples the
onverse seems to hold, sin e the propositional proofs are suÆ iently uniform that they orrespond
to one proof in the asso iated theory. We hope that the theories we present here are suÆ iently
ni e that new positive results will be presented as proofs in these theories, rather than as proofs in
the propositional systems (whi h demonstrate a weaker result).
Besides the PHP, another interesting prin iple omes from linear algebra: If A and B are n  n
matri es over a eld F , then
AB = I  BA = I
(38)
If F is nite or the eld of rationals, then the least lass in (37) for whi h the asso iated theory is
known to prove (38) is P, even though it seems plausible that NC should suÆ e [45℄.

The prin iples of interest need not be just 8B0 (L) statements, su h as the PHP and (38), but an
be of higher quanti er omplexity. For example, the fa t that an n  n matrix A, say over GF (2),
either has an inverse, or has a linear dependen e among it rows, an be stated as a B1 formula
(A). Then (A) an be witnessed by fun tions in NC2 , but the weakest theory among those
mentioned here that we know proves (A) is TV0 , the one asso iated with polynomial time [45℄.
One of the major (and elusive) goals of propositional proof omplexity is to prove separation results
for propositional proof systems. Su h results would imply separation results for the asso iated
theories. So a worthy goal (and apparently one just as interesting) is to on entrate on the formally
easier problem of separating the theories. At present this does not seem feasible in ases in whi h
we have been unable to separate the orresponding omplexity lasses. Our witnessing theorems
imply that the B1 theorems of two theories an be separated by assuming the omplexity lasses
asso iated with the theories are distin t. This assumption apparently does not suÆ e to separate
the B0 theorems, but perhaps some other plausible omplexity assumption does suÆ e.
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